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	Article ( max 500 words_)_i0pp7kkvBBkHqScX*j0TVw: Mohammad Ali said ".. his hands can’t hit what his eyes can’t see!" and if this is surely true in boxing when you try to avoid a punch in the face, it is also valid for computer research when we want to tackle "Big data" problems. 
I mean, computers are pretty complex things, and there is no citation needed for that! It is extremely challenging to understand what is going on inside them. We can't open the computer case and see what billions of transistors are doing. And that is why we use metrics. 
A metric is a number that summarizes something too big to be addressed as a whole. The average salary of a nation is a metric, and it is more convenient than reading the salaries of each worker in the country. But we lose information: we don't know if there is a big difference between the poor and the wealthy, or if there are richer zones in the country.  When the problem is well known, a good statistician might develop some new fancy metrics that describes all known phenomena, but what if we are facing something new?

In this case, a visual and interactive approach is the best way to understand what is going on. It makes little difference if we are analyzing the flow of particles in space, chemical reactions between neurons or the interactions of people in a social network; in all cases, we need a way to "navigate" into the data. We need to filter and focus on arbitrary aspects, experimenting which view illustrates better what is happening. 

So far, all this sounds pretty reasonable. There are plenty of tools that help us visualize data. But what if we have BIG data? Where "Big" means that we need hundreds of servers just to store it. Where the mere operation of counting how many elements we have can require hours, if not days.  In this case, traditional methods do not work. 

Here is the trick: while the amount of data grows exponentially, the amount of information a human eye can perceive at a given time is fixed. So we just need a system that can linearly scale on many servers while managing continuous streams of data and that can allow us, at the same time, to tackle the Big data, at first with a high approximation level, then increasing the details. 
Looking for such a system, we developed Qbeast, a Cubistic Beast to face the unknown of Big data. While cubistic painters added a third dimension in their paintings, we introduce multidimensionality in key-value data stores. 
In such a way, Qbeast enables us to analyze and visualize massive quantity of information at the same time they are generated, this way researchers can see what is going on during their experiments, whether they are simulated on a computer or whether they are happening in the real world.  And maybe, if they see it, they can hit it - Ali style!
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